CREATE A TURN-KEY CLOUD ON A CUTTING EDGE NETWORK

WORLDWIDE-EXCLUSIVE INFINIBAND NETWORK TECHNOLOGY

100% UP TIME  ZERO PACKET LOSS  ULTRA LOW LATENCY

CloudPOD
ALL-IN-ONE PACKAGES FOR CLOUD PROVIDERS
TAKE YOUR CLOUD TO MARKET IN 3 DAYS
with OnApp, Superb Internet & SuperMicro

CloudPOD is the fastest way to build your own Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud. The unique CloudPOD from OnApp, Superb Internet and SuperMicro is the perfect combination of simple yet powerful management and exclusive to Superb Internet 10GigE-beating, cost-saving InfiniBand performance.

Stop losing clients to other providers
As more IT is delivered as a service, CloudPOD gives you a fast, proven way to bring your own Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud to your customers.

Sell an impressive range of services
With CloudPOD you can host many different workloads for your customers, from blogs and websites to e-commerce apps, databases and development environments.

Turnkey cloud means faster revenue
Why spend months gluing your own cloud together? With CloudPOD you can be live in as little as 3 days, selling services with pay-as-you-go or plan-based billing.

The perfect way to bring pay-as-you-go cloud hosting to your clients

Ultra-fast time to market: when you’re ready to start, your cloud can be live in just 72 hours

Build your cloud on proven hardware, software & hosting from three leading global providers

Easy incremental growth and expandability, with no ceiling or limitation as to how big you can grow

No deployment, set-up or integration needed: everything is taken care of, with support included

BEAT YOUR COMPETITORS IN CLOUD PERFORMANCE AND RESILIENCE
Utilize OnApp Storage for modern single-point-of-failure-free and cost efficient distributed storage, while delivering superior performance to your competitors’ centralized storage/SAN (yesterday’s technology) based clouds. Lower your costs and dramatically increase your cloud performance and resilience compared to your competitors!

© 1996 - 2014 Superb Internet Corp.
ALL OF YOUR CLOUD BUSINESS NEEDS in one place

Get the world’s leading cloud provisioning platform with OnApp, top of the industry hardware from SuperMicro and superior performance from the network innovator and one of the world’s oldest and most reputable hosting companies, Superb Internet Corp. (circa 1996).

A complete cloud platform, designed for cloud providers

OnApp is an end-to-end management and provisioning system for public cloud, private cloud, VPS, dedicated servers, CDN, DNS & more.
Host e-commerce apps, websites, blogs, email, databases, VoIP and more.
Automate service creation and delivery through an easy to use web & mobile control panel, with hundreds of ready-to-deploy virtual server templates.
Proactive Monitoring helps prevent failure.
Fully rebrandable and customizable control panel, with an open API.

A complete deployment and colocation service for your cloud

Take advantage of Superb Internet’s Worldwide-Exclusive in OnApp InfiniBand 40 Gb/s network technology.
4X the performance of 10 Gig Ethernet at a fraction of the cost.
Get 24x7x365 support in 15 seconds or less, guaranteed from your choice of our data centers covering both coasts of the US.
Industry-leading SLA provides for 100% uptime, zero packet loss, low latency and strong cash back provisions if any provision is not met.

Enterprises-class hardware, pre-tested and certified for OnApp

Choose a ready-to-deploy SuperMicro hardware package, pre-configured for clouds of all sizes and offering limitless and easy incremental growth.
Your hardware package includes everything from servers and chassis to networking, cabling and power.
Systems management tools are pre-installed on all servers.
All hardware is supported by Superb Internet (all spare parts stocked on site), with an under 2 hour failed hardware replacement guarantee. Avoid the hassle of dealing with third party vendors for hardware support at other data centers which do not support or stock hardware that they sell.
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Superb Internet’s coast-to-coast IP backbone provides faster access to worldwide Internet routes with lower latency and less hops. We reach more than half of the world’s Internet routes directly, intermediary network (transit) free.

Superb’s global peering efforts have earned us a front row seat to the Internet’s major arteries. Our unique vantage point provides shorter routes to most Internet destinations.

Surpass all your competitors and move upmarket to serve the highest caliber of clients, thanks to an unprecedented comprehensive set of certifications (covering all Data Centers, Service & IP Backbone) in place: SSAE-16 SOC-1 Type II, ISO 9001 (Quality Management System), ISO 27001 (Information Security Management System), PCI-DSS, ITIL, and many more. Meet all your customer needs for compliance and certification by having your OnApp CloudPOD located in our top tier, top rated, certified & International Standards Organization registered data centers.